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The Dhamma Path is to keep walking forward. But the true Dhamma has no

going forward, no going backward, and no standing still. Luangpho Chah

Introduction

At the surface level there appears no direct point of convergence between

derridean deconstruction and the teachings of Luangpho Chah (Phra Bodhiñâna

Thera), one of the foremost meditation masters from the Thai forest tradition.

Buddhism and contemporary western deconstruction are historically and

geographically far apart from each other. Buddhism emerged as a religion in India

more than 2500 years ago from the teachings of the Buddha; whereas,

deconstruction, which originated from the writings of the French philosopher,

Jacques Derrida, is a philosophical movement that has a history of roughly four

decades. Deconstruction is often dated to 1966 � the year in which Derrida read

a paper called �Structure, sign and play in the discourse of the human sciences� at

a conference on structuralism at the John Hopkins University in Baltimore.

Buddhism and deconstruction focus on different areas of enquiry and have

distinct agendas. As a religion, Buddhism points out to a specific way of life that is

basically centered upon individual understanding of the Four Noble Truths � the

Truth of suffering, origin of suffering, cessation of suffering and the Noble Eightfold

Path that leads to the extinction of suffering. Buddhism thus involves practice,

a way of living, or useful application in real life, quite unlike philosophy which is

primarily concerned with rational investigation and an attempt at trying to arrive at

the truth or validity of a discourse through logical argumentation alone while

remaining nonchalant to the fact whether the philosopher himself/herself leads

a moral, an immoral or an moral life at the personal level. Taking this point into

consideration, the scholar-monk, Ven. P.A. Payutto, strongly emphasizes in one of
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his articles that �Buddhism is definitely not a philosophy, but a religion�1.

Deconstruction, on the contrary is a movement in philosophy with a strong �political�

edge in so far it aims to question existing narratives and reveal the concealed

dualistic hierarchies in them.

Although the differences in both approach and agenda are markedly distinct,

it is worth noting that Derrida�s challenge to binary oppositions implicit in many

linguistic distinctions bear fruitful comparison to similar undermining in the teachings

of the Buddha and the meditation masters of the Thai forest tradition, especially

Luangpho Chah. Whereas in the eastern context no school of thought or

philosopher/thinker is held as the originator of dualistic hierarchies, in the western

context the earliest recorded list of binary opposites is attributed by Aristotle to

the Pythagoreans. As a vigilant inheritor of the western philosophical lineage and

as a leading exponent of the philosophy of dispersion, Derrida sees the influence

of the traditional binary oppositions infecting all areas of life and thought, including

the evolution of western philosophy from the time of Plato to Heidegger. Western

thought, as Derrida points out, has always been structured in terms of dichotomies

or polarities: good vs. evil, being vs. nothingness, presence vs. absence, truth vs.

error, identity vs. difference, mind vs. matter, man vs. woman, soul vs. body, life vs.

culture, speech vs. writing.2 So he upholds the idea that the task of the thinker is to

twist free of these oppositions, and of the forms of intellectual and cultural life

which they structure. Derrida draws our attention to the important issue that the

individual terms of the �binaries� do not really have the same �status�. There exists

an imbalance in the structure of the pairing in which one of the terms inevitably

dominates the other (e.g. presence�absence, light�dark, true�false, original�

derivative, unified�diverse, man�woman etc.) So the first necessary action is to

reverse the binary as a sign of justification. By doing so one is actually raising

philosophical objections as well as uncovering socially oppressive operations of

one of the terms of the binary. But mere reversal is not enough. Derrida points out

that reversing the binary is but the first step that deconstruction has to undertake.

1 Payutto, P.A. (2002). �What a true Buddhist should know about the Pâli Canon�,

Manusaya, Bangkok: Chulalongkorn University Press, p.94.
2 Derrida, Jacques. (1976). Of Grammatology, trans. Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak,

Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd.
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The second, and even more radical step is to make the binary redundant by

�thinking it through�. The second step will help prepare the ground for analyzing

the conditions of possibility for that binary so as to get it displaced. If there is no

displacement but mere reversal then there exist the perils of repeating the original

imbalance � earlier structure with a negative notation. It merely puts a mark of

negation onto something that was valued earlier. Such a naive kind of reversal is

to the previous order of domination what negative theology is to theology as

Aniket Jaware puts it humorously �the worshippers of the Devil make the Devil into

their God�and thus end up with a God after all�3. What needs to be done is to

neutralize the binary, not merely negate or reverse it. To this extent, deconstruction

as a method of philosophizing and �reading� of any text is extremely bold and

radical since it helps to generate momentum and critical questioning of dualistic

hierarchies.

Buddhism and deconstruction

Buddhism in its core essence is a conscious and rigorous deconstructive

practice that places the whole of our being and existence both in the physical/

material and mental/spiritual sphere under erasure. This is possible because

Buddhism is an atheistic religion and views life as impermanent (anicca), suffering

(dukkha), and non-self (anattâ).

The following entities are not opposing conditions or dualistic hierarchies, but

desired progression to higher levels of truth and spiritual understanding.

worldly life g renunciation

faith g rationalization

rationalization g non-attachment

self g non-self

Ideally, worldly life should progress towards selfless renunciation (or monastic

life), faith or devotion should deepen with a rational understanding and not

directed to orthodoxy or blind adherence and rationalization should progress to

3 Jaware, Aniket. (2001). Simplifications, New Delhi: Orient Longman Lt, p. 435.
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non-attachment/non-clinging even to one�s own faith4 since there is no self (attâ)

that is absolute or ever-lasting. Buddhism looks at all things in terms of integrated

factors. There is no real self or essence in all things and so the Cartesian dictum

cogito ergo sum (I think, therefore I am) that has influenced and directed western

thinking down the centuries has a reverse call in Buddhism � I think, therefore

I am NOT.5 After his enlightenment, the Buddha still had physical ills, had feelings

of pain and pleasure, had memories, thoughts, and consciousness. But he did not

cling to them as being self, as being me or mine. He knew them as they were, and

the one who knew was also not I, not self.

Looked at from the contemporary deconstructive perspective, the Buddha

appears to be a mega-deconstructionist. In the Kalama Sutra, the Buddha said,

��do not be laid by reports, or tradition, or hearsay. Be not led by the authority of

religious texts, nor by mere logic or inference, nor by considering appearances,

nor by the delight in speculative opinions, nor by seeming possibilities, nor by the

idea: �this is our teacher�.  But, O Kalamas, when you know for yourselves that

certain things are unwholesome (akusala), and wrong, and bad, then give them

up�And when you know for yourselves that certain things are wholesome (kusala)

and good, then accept them and follow them.�6

From this saying it is very clear that the Buddha urged his lay followers to

use reason and not mere faith on any authority � religious text, teacher, tradition

etc while trying to follow his teachings. Buddha�s stance is deconstructive in so far

as it does not place absolute power/authority on the text, tradition and teacher and

renders the action of faith a democratic garb by making it depend on the free will

of the believer and his or her rationalization of the process. The Buddha went

even further. He told the bhikkhus that a disciple should examine even the

4 The Buddha cited the famous simile of the raft while teaching his followers not to

cling even to his teachings. The teaching is compared to a raft for crossing over, and not

for getting hold of and carrying on one�s back.
5 Mahanta, Dipti. (2010). �The Isan forest meditation tradition: A praxis of mental

well-being vis-à-vis global recovery�, UNDV Conference Volume, Bangkok: Mahachula-

longkornrajavidyalaya University Press, p.589.
6 As quoted in Rahula, W. (1990). What the Buddha Taught, Bangkok: Haw Trai

Foundation, pp.2-3.
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Tathâgata (Buddha) himself, so that he (the disciple) might be fully convinced of

the true value of the teacher whom he followed.7 The dialectics of deconstruction

also underlay Buddha�s rejection of the hierarchical caste system that had a

powerful grip on traditional Hindu society, his re-interpretation of the term brahman,

the Vedic tradition of worshipping the six directions, etc.

Luangpho Chah as a sincere and diligent follower of the Buddha worked

very much within the framework of a form of deconstruction that we may as well

name as empirical deconstruction. Just like his predecessors, Luangpoo Mun,

Luangpoo Sao, and others, Luangpho Chah�s emphasis on the thudhong8 practice

geared his deconstructive endeavor to none other than the dawning of an inner

peaceful state upon the transcendence of � the ego, conventional truths, mental-

formations and attachment to all mental states. His numerous dhamma talks attest

to the truth that he  developed and adhered to a life�s philosophy that was based

on a rigorous deconstructive mode of practice that gave rise to a practical discourse

of annihilation of the ego and the resultant understanding of any state of �being�

(both mental and physical) as it-is-in-itself. This mode of practice can thus be

categorized as empirical deconstruction or deconstruction-in-praxis. Such a way

of practice does not valorize the �written� text, but renders the practice a moment-

to-moment phenomenal and empirical garb without at the same time erecting

a �mega-narrative� of the self-at-practice. This is possible because critically reflective

Buddhist deconstruction creates the fertile ground for a form of self-introspective

practice/scrutiny that goes hand in hand with moral practice and non-attachment

to the self and the practice practiced.

The deconstructive similes and metaphors that Luangpho Chah uses are

thought provoking. In all his dhamma talks there are some extremely pithy

statements that are located at strategic points.  One such example is: �Regardless

7 Ibid. p.3.
8 Pâli: dhutanga is the austere practices recommended by the Buddha for monastics

to overcome defilements and establish purification of the mind through the cultivation of

renunciation, contentment and mindfulness. In the Thai context, the term usually refers to

monks who practice an ascetic way of life focusing on wandering, long distance walking

and outdoor meditation practice.
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of time and place, the whole practice of Dhamma comes to completion at the

place where there is nothing. It�s the place of surrender, of emptiness, of laying

down the burden. This is the finish. It�s not like the person who says, �Why is the

flag fluttering in the wind ? I say it�s because of the wind.� Another person says

because of the flag. The other retorts that it�s because of the wind. There�s no end

to this! All these things are merely conventions, we establish them ourselves.

If you know these things with wisdom then you�ll know impermanence, suffering

and not-self. This is the outlook which leads to enlightenment.�9

While Derrida�s challenge to binary oppositions is centered upon logocen-

tricism, what is deconstructed in the teachings of Luangpho Chah is not just

language, but the human Ego itself in all its kammic dimensions � linguistic,

psychological, social, ethical and cultural garbs and orientations.  In the numerous

dhamma talks of this great renunciant monk of the forest tradition, it is clearly

reflected that the trained mind of a meditator transcends its own ego and at

a higher contemplative level proceeds to deconstruct all dualistic notions starting

from the very concepts of me and mine, I and the other. As is succinctly expressed

in one of his exhortations � �Give up clinging to love and hate, just rest with things

as they are. That is all I do in my practice. Do not try to become anything. Do not

make yourself into anything. Do not be a meditator. Do not become enlightened.

When you sit, let it be. When you walk, let it be. Grasp at nothing. Resist nothing.�10

Given the antiquity and ubiquity of binary thought processes dominating

every human discourse, it is interesting to see how in almost all of Luangpho

Chah�s dhamma talks binary thoughts get ceaselessly dismantled time and again.

Luangpho Chah�s form of teaching does not involve grandiose theory, but a form

of dhamma exposition that is simple, direct yet profound at the same time. While

the entire derridean deconstructionist mode of critical practice engages in the

9 Kornfield, Jack and Breiter, Paul, ed. (1985). A Still Forest Pool � The Insight

Meditation of Achaan Chah, Illinois:  The Theosophical Publishing House, p.34. All the

sayings of Luangpho Chah quoted in this paper are taken from this book with emphases

by the author. Subsequent reference will be made to the specific dhamma talk from the

book with the corresponding page number.
10 From the Dhamma Talk �The Simple Path�, p.5.
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practice of neutralizing the binary, Luangpho Chah stretches on undoing the

whole thing and going beyond it by mindfully defying reification of all mental

formations, conditioned states and conventional linguistic signs be it the written

word or the verbal utterance. Thus, in his dhamma talks the dismantling of

binary oppositions occurs at various levels � linguistic/discursive, ontological

and meditative.

Linguistic deconstruction

While derridean deconstruction is purportedly logocentric, Luangpho Chah

adheres to non-logocentricism through his defying of linguistic reification of

conditioned states and terms that denote such states.  In one of his dhamma talks

he says, �You must go beyond all words, all symbols, all plans for your practice.

Then you can see for yourself the truth arising right there. If you don�t turn inward,

you will never know reality.�11 This turning inward has nothing to do with

aggrandizement of the individual ego, but rather its objectivization through the

realization of its workings within the natural paradigmatic truth of existence � anicca,

dukkha and anattâ. The venerable ajahn has reiterated the message of empting

the mind in most of his dhamma talks � �When you practice, observe yourself.

Then gradually knowledge and vision will arise of themselves. If you sit in meditation

and want it to be this way or that, you had better stop right there. Do not bring

ideals or expectations to your practice. Take your studies, your opinions, and

store them away.�12

Therefore, Luangpho Chah urges his monastic and lay disciples to go beyond

words and see and experience the process of deconstruction by oneself. He

says, �If you are interested in Dhamma, just give up, just let go. Merely thinking

about practice is like pouncing on the shadow and missing the substance. You

need not study much. If you follow the basics and practice accordingly, you

will see Dhamma for yourself. There must be more than merely hearing the

words. Speak just with yourself, observe your own mind. If you cut off this

11 From the Dhamma Talk �Go Beyond Words: See for Yourself�, p.10.
12 Ibid.
13 Ibid. p.11.
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verbal, thinking mind, you will have a true standard for judging. Otherwise,

your understanding will not penetrate deeply. Practice in this way and the rest

will follow�13. Through the challenge to cut off the verbal/thinking mind the issue

of metaphysics-of-presence in rendered at once redundant. However, to any

person not conversant or familiar with meditation practice the challenge is not

only burdensome but would simply appear unthinkable.

Non-logocentricism gets provocative expressions in yet another of his

powerful sayings � �When our innate wisdom, the one who knows, experiences

the truth of the heart/mind, it will be clear that the mind is not our self. Not

belonging to us, not I, not mine, all of it must be dropped. As to our learning

the names of all the elements of mind and consciousness, the Buddha did not

want us to become attached to the words. He just wanted us to see that all this

as impermanent, unsatisfactory, and empty of self. He taught only to let go�14.

Ontological deconstruction

The hierarchical order of binary structures tacitly promotes a first-term sequence

(male/right/good) at the expense of a second-term sequence (female/left/evil) and

has generally resulted in privileging of unity (albeit, superficially), identity, and

temporal and spatial presence over diversity, difference, and deferment in space

and time. Going against and beyond the general paradigm of polarized and

dichotomous thinking Luangpho Chah�s teachings focus on the truth that all things

exists only in relation to each other not with any permanent or absolute intrinsic

attribute. In his dhamma talk  �The discriminating mind� he explains this graphically

��Right understanding ultimately means nondiscrimination � seeing all people as

the same, neither good nor bad, neither clever nor foolish; not thinking that honey

is sweet and good and some other food is bitter. Although you may eat several

kinds of food, when you absorb and excrete them, they all become the same.

Is it one or many? Is a glass big? In relation to a little cup, yes; when placed next

to a pitcher, no. Our desire and ignorance, our discrimination color everything.

This is the world we create. There are always differences. Get to know those

differences, yet learn to see the sameness too. Learn to see the underlying

14 From the Dhamma Talk �Study and Experiencing�, p.14.
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sameness of all things, how they are all truly equal, truly empty. Then you can

know how to deal with the apparent differences wisely. But do not get attached

even to this sameness.�15

Through ontological deconstruction Luangpho Chah aims to focus on the

practice of identifying the source and mode of one�s delusion. Delusion occurs

through our failure to recognize and accept the true nature of our ontological

reality which is marked by conditioned states that are constantly changing and

hence are marked by impermanence and non-substantiality. Luangpho Chah

further attempts at problematizing the binary system prevalent in the ethical

categories as well because none of these categories has its own essence to

distinguish itself from its opposite; both good and evil exist through conditioned

causality and thus are empty of essence. With emphatic focus on non-reification

of provisional distinctions and categories Luangpho Chah made oppositions vanish

or be transcended upon on recognition of it. His target is the deconstruction of

notions of absolute distinction � �The Dharma is not out there, to be gained by

a long voyage viewed through a telescope. It is right here, nearest to us, our

true essence, our true self, no self. When we see this essence, there are

no problems, no troubles. Good, bad, pleasure, pain, light, dark, self, other, are

empty phenomena. If we come to know this essence, we die to our old sense

of self and become truly free.�16

Deconstruction of meditation

Buddhist deconstruction as put into practice by Luangpho Chah is not simply

a strategic reversal of categories, it mindfully seeks to undo a given order of

priorities and the very system of conceptual framework and discursive practice

that makes that order possible. The identity of separate entities is subverted as

entities are demonstrated to be inextricably involved the one in the other. Traditional

interpretation places samatha and vipassanâ meditation as distinct phases,

levels, stages or methods in formal meditation training, but in Luangpho Chah�s

interpretation the dichotomy collapses altogether giving way to interdependence

15 From the Dhamma Talk �The Discriminating Mind�, p.34.
16 From the Dhamma Talk �Underground Water�, p.175.
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and inextricable linking. When asked about the practice of meditation Luangpho

Chah replied, �Meditation is like a single log of wood. Insight and investigation are

one end of the log; calm and concentration are the other end. If you lift up the

whole log, both sides come up at once. Which is concentration and which is

insight? Just this mind. You cannot really separate concentration, inner tranquility,

and insight. They are just as a mango that is first green and sour, then yellow and

sweet, but not two different fruits. One grows into the other; without the first,

we would never have the second. Such terms are only conventions for teaching.

We should not be attached to the language.�17 Thus Luangpho Chah�s form of

deconstruction is more of an �undoing� than a �destruction�, of polarized categorization

and manifests itself in the careful teasing out of forces and layers of signification

within a given text/context.

Luangpho Chah�s kind of contemplative and rational understanding of

meditation helps to deconstruct the actual act of meditation practice thereby

removing from it any mark of fetishization. He says, �Peace is within oneself, to be

found in the same place as agitation and suffering. It is not found in a forest or on

a hilltop, nor is it given by a teacher. Where you experience suffering, you can

also find freedom from suffering. To try to run away from suffering is actually to

run toward it.�18 He thus emphasized not just formal meditation practice for the

sake of it but on real meditation that has to do with attitude and awareness in

any activity, not just with seeking silence in a forest cottage.

He emphatically points out that when the mind does not grasp or take

a vested interest, does not get caught up, things become clear. Right understanding

arises from the attempt at looking very objectively at a particular situation or

event and understanding it as it-is-in-itself and not colouring it with our subjective

views that arise from personal likes and dislikes. He clarifies this in one of his

dhamma talks � �When you take a good look at it, the world of ours is just that

much; it exists just as it is. Ruled by birth, aging, sickness, death, it is only that

much. Great or little is only that much. The wheel of life and death is only that

much. Then why are we still attached, caught up, not removed? Playing around

17 From the Dhamma Talk �Study and Experiencing�, p.15.
18 From the Dhamma Talk �Right Understanding�, p.30.
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with the objects of life gives us some enjoyment; yet this enjoyment is also just

that much.�19

Holistic well-being in Luangpho Chah�s deconstruction

Luangpho Chah�s kind of mindful deconstruction upholds a paradigm of

holistic well-being which benefits the mind at the spiritual, psycho-cognitive and

philosophical/contemplative level. At the ethico-spiritual level, the deconstructive

approach trains the mind to free itself from defilements and all sorts of evil thoughts

and unwholesome mental formations through the routine practice of cultivation of

mindfulness focusing on the practice of vipassanâ or insight meditation and ethical

reflection. The rigorous training insists on recognizing the arising of defilements �

greed (lobha), hatred (dosa), delusion (moha) � and discarding these defilements

through the practice of mindfulness. As Luangpho Chah says, �The only way to

reach an end in the practice of virtue is by making the mind pure.�20 With the

constant mindful effort at recognizing defilements and then annihilating them,

morality comes to be established on a firm attitudinal disposition that is marked

by clarity of vision and understanding of the Law of Kamma i.e. resultant good

or bad effects consequent on good or bad deeds. With unshakeable moral

foundation the mind naturally matures to that level when it does not harbor

negative emotions like feelings of jealousy, vindictiveness and revenge and

so becomes calm, peaceful and non-confrontational. The non-confrontational

disposition emerges because in its attempt to eradicate defilements the mind

has already learnt to recognize and wage the internal war to vanquish such

unwholesome states of mind like greed, hatred and delusion every time they arise.

At the psycho-cognitive level, the mind is enriched by the flow of positive

emotions. The spiritual or moral maturity benefits the mind immensely at the

psychological level as when in the absence of defilements the mind is enriched

by various positive emotions such as contentment, love, fellow feeling, and

self-reflexivity. The inner healthy state of mind is outwardly manifested in various

positive behavioral patterns like happiness, gentleness in speech and bodily actions,

19 From the Dhamma Talk �Just That Much�, p. 43.
20 From the Dhamma Talk �Rules Are Tools�, p.114.
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non-aggressiveness, moral uprightness, concern for others, etc. With the influx of

positive emotional states and mindful sustenance of them, the mind remains

calm, peaceful and non-agitated and hence non reactive to negative and adverse

forces and unfavorable situations. When the mind is continually calm and peaceful

it is innocuous and hence receptive to positive flow of mental energy that ultimately

leads to infusion of inspirational joy in oneself and others alike. As Luangpho

Chah says, �The point of all practice is to lead to freedom, to become one who

knows the light all the time.�21

At the contemplative level, the deconstructive approach enables the mind to

arrive at the state of equanimity (upekkhâ). The mind free from defilements and

desires and established on virtues gradually acquires the state of equanimity

as it proceeds to see clearly all sense impressions having a common nature �

impermanent, unsatisfactory, and empty of self.  When equanimity is maintained,

the mind gradually recognizes the pernicious workings of the ego and can distance

itself from it. With growing mental strength imbibed from the practice of insight

meditation and reflective apprehension of the fleeting nature of all things and the

truth of anattââ or non-substantiality i.e. all phenomena are non-self, and that

there is no real essence, soul, or self, the ego can be transcended for good.

A balanced mind is one that is free from clinging to the ego. When the mind

matures with the transcendence of the ego, the mental state moves to the state

of egolessness and once this state is achieved the mind ceases to work within

the dictates of binary oppositions. This is possible because the mind is trained

to see through the process of thought construction and creation of illusions that

arise from continuous clinging to various physical objects and mental formations,

both wholesome and unwholesome. The mind that is habitually meditative and

mindfully aware realizes that good or evil only arise in one�s mind and so to be

fully liberated one needs to step out of any such binaries. Transcending the binary

oppositions the mind develops non-attachment to the ego, stimuli-driven pleasures

or displeasures and all mental formations � spiritual, emotional, intellectual, aesthetic,

etc. The mind at this stage is tranquil and liberated with pure awareness and

calmed of both elation and sorrow. This is when one realizes the Middle Path in

21 Ibid.
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one�s practice. Luangpho Chah has pointed out, �The Buddha teaches us to

keep laying down the extremes. This is the path of right practice, the path leading

out of birth and becoming. On this path, there is neither pleasure nor pain, neither

good nor evil. Our Path is straight, the path of tranquility and pure awareness,

calmed of both elation and sorrow�.22

A mind not enslaved by clinging is free from selfish desires and motives and

as it realizes the true state of things as being subjected to constant change,

suffering and selflessness, it gets infused with certain sublime states of mind such

as loving-kindness, compassion, sympathetic joy and equanimity. The mind�s

realization of the true nature of everything, including the human self in all its

conditioned physical and mental states, as subject to repeated alterations and

non-substantiality or selflessness, empties itself of egoistic self-fulfilling desires

and selfish motives, and such an empty mind is the tabula rasa into which imprints

of the sublime states of mind can get easily encoded without any exertion.

Benefits the world can reap from Luangpho Chah�s deconstruction

The deconstructive message of non-clinging so poignantly expressed in the

dhamma talks of Luangpho Chah can serve as a panacea for the world steeped

in the quagmire of growing discontentment. Time and again he has clearly

demonstrated that when the mind does not grasp and is not caught up in the

endless circles of desires and attachment, it leads to clarity of vision. The clear

vision that can arise from non-attachment is badly lacking in our lives today. The

different types of clinging that Buddhism identifies, such as: clinging to passions of

the body, taste, smell, sound, sight, and other types of contact (kâmupâdâna),

clinging to views, such as opinions, doctrines and various theories (ditthupâdâna),

clinging to mere rules and rituals as the only true way (sîlabbatupâdâna), and

clinging to a self and mistakenly creating a self to cling to (attavâdupâdâna) have

proliferated at a rapid scale, making people�s lives centered upon extremely

hedonistic and myopic concerns. As a result, no matter how high and sophisticated

living standards have come to be, life still remains dull at the conceptual level.

22 From the Dhamma Talk �The Middle Way�, p.7.
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Not only the message of non-clinging but the lesson of deconstruction of

the ego is useful to end linguistic bickerings, racial prejudices and religious

disputes that have bred uncanny hatred, jealousy, vain pride, suspicion, contempt,

subjugation and misuse of power among different groups of people. To sustain

the reality of hybridity and multiculturalism that are characteristic traits of today�s

world of globalization, the deconstruction of the individual ego is indispensable.

The experiences of colonialism and the two world wars have shown that vain

pride in one�s racial and cultural origins gives rise to hatred and contemptuous

disregard for other cultures and people outside one�s own community leading to

untold miseries and pain and disruption of unity and harmonious co-existence.

When the principle of deconstruction of the ego is put into real practice, it helps

to replace parochialism and jingoistic tendencies with loving-kindness and

compassion towards others and fosters a more receptive world view which is

based on tolerance, impartiality, fairness and egalitarianism. With a kind and

compassionate mental disposition one can learn to accept and celebrate differences

among groups of people from diverse racial and cultural backgrounds. While

teaching his ordained disciples from various different countries and religious

backgrounds Luangpho Chah emphasized, �For harmony with the group, we

must give up pride and self-importance and attachment to fleeting pleasure. If you

do not give up your likes and dislikes, you are not really making an effort.�23

The type of mindfulness that Luangpho Chah has urged us to develop is

required for our fight with ourselves, to distill our hearts from �bad faith� and sterilize

our minds from unwholesome desires so that we are not slavishly caught up in the

nexus of me and mine, I and the other. Both through the cultivation of mindfulness

and reflective internalization of non-substantiality or anattâ a holistic world view

can be developed. At the mundane level, Luangpho Chah�s emphasis on non-

substantiality or anattâ is indispensable to reduce hatred and deconstruct all

conflictual categories and at the supra mundane level, reflective understanding of

anattâ in day to day life leads to blissful contemplation and makes life worth-living.

As Luangpho Chah says, �Our lives are like the breath, like the growing and falling

leaves. When we can really understand about falling leaves, we can sweep the

paths every day and have great happiness in our lives on this changing earth�24.

23 From the Dhamma Talk �Harmony With Others�, p.119.
24 From the Dhamma Talk �The Leaves Will Always Fall�, p.104.
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Conclusion

Luangpho Chah possessed great mastery in using the deconstructive mode

of teaching that emphasized on non-reification of any absolute entity. He directed

his teachings to both his ordained disciples and lay followers in confronting and

working directly with their own problems of greed, judgment, hatred and ignorance.

His direct and simple teachings always turn his followers back to their own minds,

the source and the root of all trouble. His teachings emphasized that understanding

the tilakkhana and putting this understanding into practice leads to understanding

everything in life and nature as-it-is-in-itself. This understanding is not inaction and

passive acceptance as some people might hastily conclude. Enlightenment does

not mean deaf and blind. On the other hand, enlightened understanding leads

to empirical deconstruction of the �self� and the �self-in-action�. Time and again

Luangpho Chah emphasized on seeing through the process of thought construction

so as to recognize from one�s own experiential reality the fact that when the mind

is stirred from the normal state of tranquility, it leads away from right practice to one

of the extremes of indulgence or aversion, thereby creating more illusion, more

thought construction. A true understanding of the nature of the mind helps people

to free it from conventional reality and so the mind is not enslaved by codes,

customs, traditions, conventions, linguistics choices, personal predilections. Once

this state can be achieved all binary oppositions get automatically collapsed

leading to no more creation of dichotomy/polarity and slavish clinging to its

hierarchical chasm.

The Dhamma of Luangpho Chah is down-to-earth, but yet difficult to realize

and understand, especially when the mind is ceaselessly caught up in the quagmire

of defilements, heedlessness to defilements and lack of mindfulness. It requires

moment-to-moment self-scrutiny and mindful practice of �letting go�. In this form of

empirical-deconstruction which involves conscientious and mindful teasing apart

of all binary oppositions and releasing from their binding, there is no room for

aporia or conflictual and conceptual hiatus. Although Luangpho Chah was not

a philosopher in the conventional sense of the term, nevertheless, his numerous

dhamma talks bear testimony to the fact that he incessantly worked within the

matrix of a mode of practice that can be categorized as a practical-form-of-

deconstruction. Such a mode of practice does not valorize the �written� text alone
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as academically-oriented philosophers are likely to do, but renders the practice

a moment-to-moment phenomenal and empirical garb through the rigorous practice

of both insight meditation and material simplicity in tandem. It can be concluded

that the �deconstructive� tool through which Luangpho Chah had sought to dispose

of all self/ego arising positions helped lead to a state of knowledge or wisdom

(paññâ) the cutting edge of which provide axiomatic guidelines for a holistic living.

* * * * * *
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